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The following index provides the title, date, volume, number, page #, and a brief description for every article in 
the UIUCnet newsletter from volume 1 number 1 through the last issue of 1991. The articles are organized alpha-
betically under major subject categories such as CCSO Services, E-Mail, Library Services, etc. Some 
articles cover material applicable to multiple categories and are, thus, listed two or more times in the index to make 
them easier to locate. ASCIT versions of back issues are available for download via anonymous ftp from the host 
uxl.cso.uiuc.edu in the directory dodnetluiucnet. Eventually postscript versions of some or all of the back 
issues will be made available on uxl in the same location. Printed versions of back issues are in limited supply 
but can be requested by sending an e-mail message to uiucnet@uiuc.edu (when ordering, please specify the date, 
volume, and number of the issue(s) desired as well as your full campus or U.S. mailing address). 
AISS (ACN) 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. P.g.l Comments/Description 
3270 Terminal Emulation: Getting to Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion of the software, hardware, and 
ffiM Mainframes through UIUCnet commands necessary to access CCSO and AISS 
ffiM mainframes in full-screen mode 
AISS Implements New Procedures for Nov. 91 4 4 4 announcement of the new telnet address for ACN 
Telnet Access to the ACN access and implementation of the Client Access 
System (CAS) 
AISS Publications Garner Awards Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 7 announcement that two AISS publications won 
awards from Society for Technical 
Communication 
AISS Services Can Aid Office Dec. 89 2 7 3 introduction to the basic services offered by the 
Organization Administrative Information Systems and 
Services unit on campus 
Better AISS Interface Feb.- Apr. 91 4 1 3 brief announcement of the AISS Client Access 
System (CAS) 
Class Rosters Online July - Aug. 90 3 s 3 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
New Central Stores Online Ordering Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 description of AISS's online catalog for Central 
Stores (accessible over UIUCnet with a PROFS 
account) 
New PROFS Quick Reference Guide Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 announcement of new AISS documentation for 
UICVMC's Professional Office System (PROFS), 
which offers e-mail and calendaring 
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Opting for ffiM's Infonet Nov. 89 2 6 3 description of the many and varied services 
available through the ffiM Information Network 
(liN) 
PROFS: E-mail on UICVMC Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 2 discussion of the e-maiUcalendaring software 
that runs on AISS's mainframe, UICVMC 
Q&A: How Do I Access the Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on bow to access the AISS 
Administrative Computing Machines mainframes using telnet or tn3270 
from UIUCnet7 
Q&A: What's the difference between Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 8 description and comparison of the three 
UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, and the networks known as UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, 
Administrative Computing Network and the Administrative Computing Network 
(ACN)7 (ACN) 
Student Records Data Now Available to Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 discussion of the AISS SecureNet Key system, 
University Faculty and Staff over which permits dial-up and telnet users to access 
UIUCnet the Student Records database 
UI Administrative Network Supports Sept. 89 2 4 3 announcement of ACN implementation and 
Telnet support for the telnet utility on AISS mainframes 
Archie 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie Client Installed on CSO Unix Sept. - Oct 91 4 3 7 description of the archie client on Unix 
Machines machines and instructions on how to use it 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FTP Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the frrst archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
New Archie Servers Lighten Quiche's Dec. 91 -Jan. 92 4 5 11 announcement of several new domestic and 
Load transatlantic archie servers 
Campus Network Developments 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.t Comments/Description 
Beckman Institute Network Design Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 1 description of the planning and implementation 
of the Beckman Institute network 
Buildings Connected and to Be May- Aug. 91 4 2 5 list of all buildings, departments (and associated 
Connected to UIUCnet LAN administrators) presently connected or 
scheduled to be connected to UIUCnet 
CAN Group Lays RIP to Sept. - Oct 91 4 3 4 description of the new routing protocol used on 
Rest-Upgrades Routers to OSPF campus backbone routers 
Computer Networking at the U of I Sept. 90 3 6 1 description of networking activities at UIUC 
with emphasis on UIUCnet and the services it 
offers 
NCSA Developing Real-Time Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 9 description of NCSA's development of real-time 
Applications for Network Testbeds computer graphics and other applications that 
can take advantage very high-speed networks 
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The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NDO's 
mission, services, and procedures 
Two Good Signs Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 5 announcement of the T3 ( 45 Mbps) line from 
UIUCnet to the NSFNET 
UIUCnet: E Pluribus Unum May- Aug. 91 4 2 1 history and description of the campus backbone 
and in-building network installations 
ccso News 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.i Comments/Description 
CompuFair '90 at Assembly Hall July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of the 1990 Computer Fair 
CSO Network Head Retires July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of the retirement of Sue 
Greenberg, Assoc. Director of CSO and director 
oftheNDO 
CSO + Office of Telecommunications = Nov. 91 4 4 5 announcement of CSO-UIUC Office of 
ccso Telecommunications merger 
Gandalf Switch Gone after July 12 May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement of the deactivation of the Gandalf 
switch, a device previously used for dial-in 
access to CCSO mainframes 
Internet Document from CSO Author Nov. 89 2 6 3 announcement of Ed Krol's well-known and 
widely circulated document, "The Hitchhiker's 
Guide to the Internet" (RFC 1118) 
Introducing the CSO Networking Staff Sept. 88 1 4 1 introduction to the CSO networking staff and the 
responsibilities of individuals within the 
organizational hierarchy 
New CSO Public Computer Site Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement of the CCSO microcomputer site 
at the comer of Oregon and Lincoln Ave. 
ccso Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.t Comments/Description 
Broadband Services Expanded; Some Sept. 88 1 4 2 description of the expansion of the campus 
Outages Yet to Come broadband network (primarily Sytek) and service 
outages resulting from the expansion and other 
causes 
Class Rosters Online July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Computer Networking at the U of I Sept. 90 3 6 1 description of networking activities at UIUC 
with emphasis on UIUCnet and the services it 
offers 
Free Student Accounts: CSO's Ticket to Sept. 90 3 6 3 instructions on obtaining a free student account 
Ride on the CCSO Unix machine uxa or the mM 
mainframe vmd 
Freshman Meet the CIDEF Oct. 89 2 5 7 announcement of the campus information 
bulletin board (GUIDE), formerly called CHIEF 
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Future of Sytek Network Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 7 information on the status and future of the Sytek 
broadband network 
GUIDE Takes Over for CIDEF May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 announcement of the new name (GUIDE) for 
UIUCnet's campus-wide information system 
formally named CIDEF 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on how to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
UIUCnet via modem 
Micro Resource Center Has Public Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on how to obtain public domain 
Domain Telnet Software telnet/tn3270 software from the CSO Micro 
Resource Center 
Micro Resource Center Lends Help & Sept. 90 3 6 4 description of the facilities of the Micro 
Info Resource Center formerly located in the lllini 
Union 
Network Maintenance Hours Dec.89 2 7 3 discussion of the scheduled maintenance hours 
for UIUCnet and maintenance information 
available through the CCSO status server 
New CSO Network Support Group July - Aug. 90 3 5 2 announcement of the CCSO on-site consulting 
service for assisting with software, hardware, 
and network-related problems 
New CSO Public Computer Site Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement of the CCSO microcomputer site 
at the corner of Oregon and Lincoln Ave. 
New CSO Resource Center Open Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 7 announcement of the new CCSO Resource Center 
in 1420 DCL 
New Releases of PCII'CP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet . 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCffCP Plus 2.05 
Q&A: What's the Difference between Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 8 description and comparison of the three 
UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, and the networks known as UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, 
Administrative Computing Network and the Administrative Computing Network 
(ACN)? (ACN) 
Status Server Operational Aug. 88 1 3 4 instructions on how to retrieve information 
about scheduled downtimes for CCSO equipment 
through the CCSO Status Server 
Student Sites Makeover Ready for Fall Sept. 89 2 4 3 summary of improvements made at various 
Semester CCSO microcomputer sites 
The CSO Public Computer Sites: Sept. 90 3 6 2 description of CCSO public sites and the 
What's There for You? facilities (software/hardware) they offer 
The CSO Support Center-No More June 88 1 3 description of the CSO support center and the 
Runaround services it delivers-a one-stop shopping 
approach to computer/networking support 
The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NDO's 
mission, services, and procedures 
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E-mail 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Commeats/Descrlptloa 
2nd Call: Class Rosters On-Line Oct. 89 2 s 7 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Announcing E-mail to Fax Gateway Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 4 announcement and instructions on the CCSO 
e-mail to fax gateway, which permits sending 
e-mail messages directly to a fax machine 
anywhere in the U.S. 
cc:Mail-E-mail for the LAN Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 2 description of the UIUC site-licensed, 
LAN-based e-mail p-oduct cc:Mail for the DOS, 
OS/2, and Macintosh platforms, including the 
SMTP gateway 
Class Rosters Online July - Aug. 90 3 s 3 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
CMS Mail and Ricemail on VMD Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion and comparison of two mail programs 
that run on CCSO's mM mainframe vmd 
Eudora: E-mail for the Macintosh Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 1 description of the Macintosh POP mail client 
Eudora 
Figuring Out Where Good Mail Went July 88 1 2 2 discussion on how to interpret diagnostic 
Bad information in the headers of undeliverable 
e-mail messages 
Finding an E-mail Address Oct. 89 2 s 1 instructions on bow to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to access and/or modify e-mail address 
information 
Learning BITNET? Dec. 89 2 7 4 discussion clarifying the differences between the 
BITNET network and the electronic mail services 
it delivers 
Mail Forwarding Available Apr. 89 2 2 2 instructions on how to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to forward mail 
Mainframe Electronic Mail Options at Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 1 introduction to e-mail software on university 
UI mainframes 
Making Sense Out of E-Mail Addresses Apr.90 3 3 4 guide to addressing conventions used for 
Internet, BITNET, and UUCP electronic mail 
New Macintosh E-mail Program May- June 90 3 4 3 announcement of the initial release of Eudora, 
Available POP mail client for the Macintosh 
O&M Requests through E-mail Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement that U)liversity Operations and 
Maintenance will accept non-emergency work 
requests via e-mail 
PROFS: E-mail on UICVMC Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 2 Discussion of the e-maiVcalendaring software 
that runs on AISS's mainframe, UICVMC 
Q&A: How Do I Insert a File into an Nov. 89 2 6 3 instructions on reading an existing file into an 
E-Mail Message Originating from a e-mail message using the Unix-based Berkeley 
Unix Host? Mail package 
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Sending Mail between Networks Aug. 88 1 3 1 discussion of the Internet, BTINET, and UUCP 
e-mail addressing conventions and advice on 
bow to send mail between these networks 
The Leading Edge Is Relative Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 3 discussion of the benefits of electronic mail and 
mailing lists and the potential benefits of 
reaching out to a wider community 
Understanding E-mail Addresses Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 2 discussion of the Domain Name System (DNS) 
and conventions for e-mail addressing with 
emphasis on Internet style addressing 
University Class Rosters Online Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Unix Mail Packages Offer Variety Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 1 discussion and comparison of the Unix mail 
packages: Berkeley Mail, MH, and ELM 
FTP 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FTP Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the frrst archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
New Releases of PCffCP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCffCP Plus 2.05 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on bow to use anonymous ftp 
FIP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
Users Warned against FTP Security July - Aug. 90 3 5 2 discussion of the vulnerability of computers 
Problem running an FTP server without proper password 
protection 
International Connectivity 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Glasnost Comes to Networking July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of U.S. Department of Commerce 
policy permitting limited Internet connectivity 
to Eastern Bloc countries 
National Connectivity: UI's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 1 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
No VISA Required Feb.- Apr. 91 4 1 5 discussion of the global expansion of the 
Internet and the political/legal ramifications 
thereof 
NSF Links to Europe July - Aug. 90 3 15 3 announcement of transatlantic fiber optic 
connection between the Cornell National 
Supercomputing Facility and the European 
Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) 
Number of Entities with International Dec. 91 -Jan. 92 4 5 5 list of all countries and their Internet, BTINET, 
Connectivity UUCP, and FIOONET connectivity 
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E-mail 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.t Comments/Description 
2nd Call: Class Rosters On-Line Oct. 89 2 s 7 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Announcing E-mail to Fax Gateway Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 4 announcement and instructions on the CCSO 
e-mail to fax gateway, which permits sending 
e-mail messages directly to a fax machine 
anywhere in the U.S. 
cc:Mail-E-mail for the LAN Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 2 description of the UIUC site-licensed, 
LAN-based e-mail product cc:Mail for the DOS, 
OS/2, and Macintosh platforms, including the 
SMTP gateway 
Class Rosters Online July - Aug. 90 3 s 3 instructions on how faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
CMS Mail and Ricemail on VMD Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion and comparison of two mail programs 
that run on CCSO's mM mainframe vmd 
Eudora: E-mail for the Macintosh Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 1 description of the Macintosh POP mail client 
Eudora 
Figuring Out Where Good Mail Went July 88 1 2 2 discussion on bow to interpret diagnostic 
Bad information in the headers of undeliverable 
e-mail messages 
Finding an E-mail Address Oct. 89 2 s 1 instructions on bow to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to access and/or modify e-mail address 
information 
Learning BITNET? Dec. 89 2 7 4 discussion clarifying the differences between the 
BTINET network and the electronic mail services 
it delivers 
Mail Forwarding Available Apr. 89 2 2 2 instructions on how to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to forward mail 
Mainframe Electronic Mail Options at Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 1 introduction to e-mail software on university 
UI mainframes 
Making Sense Out of E-Mail Addresses Apr.90 3 3 4 guide to addressing conventions used for 
Internet, BITNET, and UUCP electronic mail 
New Macintosh E-mail Program May- June 90 3 4 3 announcement of the initial release of Eudora, 
Available POP mail client for the Macintosh 
O&M Requests through E-mail Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement that University Operations and 
Maintenance will accept non-emergency work 
requests via e-mail 
PROFS: E-mail on UICVMC Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 2 Discussion of the e-maillcalend.aring software 
that runs on AISS's mainframe, UICVMC 
Q&A: How Do I Insert a File into an Nov. 89 2 6 3 instructions on reading an existing file into an 
E-Mail Message Originating from a e-mail message using the Unix-based Berkeley 
Unix Host? Mail package 
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Sending Mail between Networks Aug. 88 1 3 1 discussion of the Internet, BTINET, and UUCP 
e-mail addressing conventions and advice on 
bow to send mail between these networks 
The Leading Edge Is Relative Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 3 discussion of the benefits of electronic mail and 
mailing lists and the potential benefits of 
reaching out to a wider community 
Understanding E-mail Addresses Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 2 discussion of the Domain Name System (DNS) 
and conventions for e-mail addressing with 
emphasis on Internet style addressing 
University Class Rosters Online Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Unix Mail Packages Offer Variety Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 1 discussion and comparison of the Unix mail 
packages: Berkeley Mail, MH, and ELM 
FTP 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FTP Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the frrst archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
New Releases of PCifCP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCifCP Plus 2.05 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on how to use anonymous ftp 
FIP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
Users Warned against FTP Security July - Aug. 90 3 5 2 discussion of the vulnerability of computers 
Problem running an FTP server without proper password 
protection 
International Connectivity 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Glasnost Comes to Networking July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of U.S. Department of Commerce 
policy permitting limited Internet connectivity 
to Eastern Bloc countries 
National Connectivity: Ul's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 1 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
No VISA Required Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 5 discussion of the global expansion of the 
Internet and the political/legal ramifications 
thereof 
NSF Links to Europe July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of transatlantic fiber optic 
connection between the Cornell National 
Supercomputing Facility and the European 
Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) 
Number of Entities with International Dec. 91 -Jan. 92 4 5 5 list of all countries and their Internet, BITNET, 
Connectivity UUCP, and FIOONET connectivity 
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What Is Fax? Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 4 brief introduction to electronic facsimile 
technology 
Modem Access 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Gandalf Switch Gone after July 12 May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement of the deactivation of the Gandalf 
switch, a device previously used for dial-in 
access to CCSO mainframes 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on bow to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
UIUCnet via modem 
New Chicago Terminal Server Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 phones numbers and specifications for UIC's 
terminal server which can be used to access 
UIUCnet 
Terminal Servers Support Full Screen May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement and instructions on support for 
ModetoVMD full-screen vmd sessions via the CCSO terminal 
server 
National/International Network News 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
ARP Anet Drops Texas June 88 1 1 1 announcement of federal funding cutbacks 
requiring the elimination of two southern 56 
Kbps trunklines on the ARP Anet 
Bush Initiative Parallels Gore Bill for Oct. 89 2 5 3 summary of the Bush administration's and 
Data 'Superhighway' senator Bill Gore's proposals for funding and 
implementation of a high-speed national 
network 
Glasnost Comes to Networking July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of U.S. Department of Commerce 
policy permitting limited Internet connectivity 
to Eastern Bloc countries 
High Speed NSFNET Links Tested Apr. 90 3 3 6 announcement of the testing of T3 ( 45 Mbps) 
connections on the NSFNET 
NCSA Developing Real-Time Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 9 description of NCSA's development of real-time 
Applications for Network Testbeds computer graphics and other applications that 
can take advantage very high-speed networks 
NSF Links to Europe July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 announcement of transatlantic fiber optic 
connection between the Cornell National 
Supercomputing Facility and the European 
Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) 
NSFNET Gets Bigger and Faster May- June 90 3 4 3 announcement of the addition of 3 new NSFNET 
nodes and faster T3 connections to a number of 
existing nodes 
NSFNET II - the Sequel: National July 88 1 2 4 description of the NSFNET upgrade from 56 
Science Foundation Backbone Kbps links to T1 (1.544 Mbps) links between 
Upgraded nodes 
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Scientists Share Data at Speed of Light 
NDO News 
Title 
Budget Busters: Renovation and 
Relocation 
Buildings Connected and to Be 
Connected to UIUCnet 
Campus Local Network Administrators 
Meeting Called 
CSO Network Head Retires 
NDO Announces Outside Vendor Policy 
NDO Says Farewell to ·Leslie Rankin 
Network Design Update 
Network Design Update 
Network Design Update 
Network Design Update 
Network Design Update 
Network Design Update 
Novell Gives Networking Products to 
Uofl 
The NDO Welcomes Newcomer Lyn 
Dick 
Sept. 89 2 4 1 
Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.ll 
Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 4 5 4 
May- Aug. 91 4 2 5 
Oct. 89 2 5 7 
July - Aug. 90 3 5 3 
Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 
Nov. 91 4 4 6 
Nov. 91 4 4 7 
July - Aug. 90 3 5 4 
Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 7 
Dec.89 2 7 4 
Oct. 89 2 5 7 
Aug. 89 2 3 3 
Jan. 89 2 1 2 
Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 4 5 12 
page 10 
reprint of N.Y. Times article on bow national 
and international networking bas changed the 
speed and nature of information exchange 
Comments/Description 
advice on bow to best plan and budget for 
network design and equipment when relocating 
or renovating an existing building 
list of all buildings, departments (and associated 
LAN administrators) presently connected or 
scheduled to be connected to UIUCnet 
announcement of meeting for network 
administrators 
, announcement of the retirement of Sue 
Greenberg, Assoc. Director of CSO and director 
oftheNDO 
announcement of the NDO's policy on working 
with non-university vendors for the design and 
installation of LANs 
list of new UIUCnet connections and 
installations in progress and completed 
announcement of a Novell Inc. donation to the 
university including computer hardware, 
software, and cash for the implementation of 
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NDO Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Funding for Campus LANs Apr.90 3 3 8 policy statement on the design and funding of 
in-building local area networks 
The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NOO's 
mission, services, and procedures 
The Network Design Office Apr. 89 2 2 1 introduction to the newly established Network 
Design Office; description of the NOO's 
mission, services, and procedures 
Netnews/USENET 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Additional System Outage Notification Jan. 90 3 1 3 announcement that scheduled network system 
Procedure outages will be posted to the newsgroup 
uiuc.campusnet and brief discussion of the CCSO 
status server 
An Invasion from Sherwood Forest Jan. 89 2 1 1 Jteprint of anecdotal USENET article on the 
importance of system security on multi-user 
computers 
ClariNet "Electronic Newspaper" Site Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 brief description of the ClariNet "electronic 
License newspaper" containing a wide variety of timely 
information and available on through Netnews 
Listserv Groups Added to Netnews May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 announcement of the implementation of a 
gateway between popular BfiNET Ustserv 
groups and Netnews 
New Deutsch Newsgroups Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 4 announcement of German newsgroups added to 
CCSO Netnews server 
'Notesfiles' Keep Users Informed ... Aug. 89 2 3 3 description of the locally written interface to 
about Everything USENET/Netnews called "notes" and brief 
instructions on bow to use it 
USENET Options at U of I Jan. 90 3 1 2 discussion of client programs for reading Unix 
Netnews including the now obsolete program 
"notes" 
USENET: the Information Grapevine Jan. 90 3 1 2 discussion of the Unix-based bulletin board 
service known as USENET or Netnews 
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Network Access Methods 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Access Methods: Traffic Control on Oct. 89 2 5 4 description of the topology and technology of 
the Network Token Ring (IBM and Proteon) and Ethernet 
networks 
Network Configuration 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Beckman Institute Network Design Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 1 description of the planning and implementation 
of the Beckman Institute network 
Data Communication Using the B-jack June 88 1 1 1 discussion of bow the data communications jack 
(B-jack) can be used for in-building networking 
Network Performance: Numbers Can Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 1 discussion of the relationship of the potential 
Lie signaling speed of a network (or piece of 
hardware) and actual throughput 
Take A Number Please!!! Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 6 advice on naming AppleTalk zones and 
Interconnecting AppleTalk Networks assigning network numbers on an AppleTalk 
network 
Network Hardware 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
3270 Terminal Emulation: Getting to Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion of the software, hardware, and 
ffiM Mainframes through UIUCnet commands necessary to access CCSO and AISS 
ffiM mainframes in full-screen mode 
Are You Being Served? Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 1 description of the nature and services offered by 
network file servers 
Campus Connectivity: The Long and Aug. 89 2 3 2 description of local area network topologies and 
Winding Road technologies in general as well as a specific 
discussion of the campus backbone architecture 
Network Performance: Numbers Can Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 discussion of the relationship of the potential 
Lie signaling speed of a network (or piece of 
hardware) and actual throughput 
NeXT: What's in It for Networking Oct. 88 5 1 discussion of the features of the NeXT computer 
including its built-in networking hardware and 
software 
Novell Gives Networking Products to . Jan. 89 2 2 announcement of a Novell Inc. donation to the 
Uofl university including computer hardware, 
software, and cash for the implementation of 
several Novell LANs 
Q&A: What Type of Wiring is Used on Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 6 description and specifications for unshielded 
UIUCnet? twisted pair, thin-coax, thick coax, and 
fiber-optic cable 
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Ph Weather Upgraded Dec. 89 2 7 5 instructions on bow to extract weather 
information from the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Q&A: How Can I Change Information Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 6 instructions on modifying one's personal 
in My "Ph" Entry? directory entry in the Ph Nameserver 
Spring Timetable Available Online Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Timetable Now Online Jan. 90 3 1 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Protocols 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
3270 Terminal Emulation: Getting to Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 3 discussion of the software, hardware, and 
ffiM Mainframes through UIUCnet commands necessary to access CCSO and AISS 
mM mainframes in full-screen mode 
Campus Connectivity: The Long and Aug. 89 2 3 2 description of local area network topologies and 
Winding Road technologies in general as well as a specific 
discussion of the campus backbone architecture 
CSO Offers DECnet to TCPIIP Gateway July 88 1 2 1 description of a gateway that provides electronic 
Service mail, remote login, and flle transfer between 
DECnet and TCPIIP computers 
CSO Software Site License: Dec. 90- Jan. 91 3 8 9 description of FTP Software Inc.'s application 
LANW atch-Network Protocol for analyzing network traffic 
Analyzer 
National Connectivity: Ul's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 1 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
Software 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Archie: Directory of Anonymous FTP Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 description and brief tutorial on the fast archie 
Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on bow to use anonymous ftp 
FfP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
System Security 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
An Invasion from Sherwood Forest Jan. 89 2 1 1 Reprint of anecdotal USENET article on the 
importance of system security on multi-user 
computers 
Protect Your Data by Practicing Safe Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 description of the Michelangelo, Caterpillar, 
Computing and Bloody! viruses and anti-virus software used 
to detect and eliminate them 
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Security Measures: Protecting Your Oct. 89 2 5 3 description of various measures that can be taken 
Files and Your System (e.g., password protection, backing up files, 
etc.) to protect one's personal files in a 
networked environment 
Users Warned against FfP Security July - Aug. 90 3 5 2 discussion of the vulnerability of computers 
Problem running an FfP server without proper password 
protection 
TCP/IP 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
National Connectivity: Ul's Access to Nov. 89 2 6 1 description of the technology and history 
the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
Site License for PCffCP & NetBIOS: Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 1 description of OOS-based commercial TCPIIP 
Internet Applications for OOS applications for the PC available through a 
machines CCSO site license 
Telnet 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
AISS Implements New Procedures for Nov. 91 4 4 4 announcement of the new telnet address for ACN 
Telnet Access to the ACN access and implementation of the Client Access 
System (CAS) 
Library Computer System Accessible Jan. 89 2 1 2 instructions on accessing the online library 
by Telnet catalog via telnet 
Micro Resource Center Has Public Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on bow to obtain public domain 
Domain Telnet Software telnet/tn3270 software from the CSO Micro 
Resource Center 
New Releases of PCffCP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCffCP Plus 2.05 
Site License for PCffCP & NetBIOS: Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 1 description of OOS-based commercial TCP/IP 
Internet Applications for OOS applications for the PC available through a 
machines CCSO site license 
UI Administrative Network Supports Sept. 89 2 4 3 announcement of ACN implementation and 
Telnet support for the telnet utility on AISS mainframes 
Terminal Server 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Gandalf Switch Gone after July 12 May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement of the deactivation of the Gandalf 
switch, a device previously used for dial-in 
access to CCSO mainframes 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on bow to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
UIUCnet via modem 
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Ph Weather Upgraded Dec. 89 2 7 5 instructions on how to extract weather 
information from the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Q&A: How Can I Change Information Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 6 instructions on modifying one's personal 
in My "Ph" Entry? directory entry in the Ph Nameserver 
Spring Timetable Available Online Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Timetable Now Online Jan. 90 3 1 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
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Archive Sites and What They Offer server located at McGill University 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on how to use anonymous ftp 
FIP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
System Security 
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An Invasion from Sherwood Forest Jan. 89 2 1 1 Reprint of anecdotal USENET article on the 
importance of system security on multi-user 
computers 
Protect Your Data by Practicing Safe Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 description of the Michelangelo, Caterpillar, 
Computing and Bloody! viruses and anti-virus software used 
to detect and eliminate them 
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the World through ... the Internet behind the TCPIIP-based international network 
known as the Internet 
Site License for PCfi'CP & NetBIOS: Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 1 description of OOS-based commercial TCPIIP 
Internet Applications for OOS applications for the PC available through a 
machines CCSO site license 
Telnet 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
AISS Implements New Procedures for Nov. 91 4 4 4 announcement of the new telnet ad<kess for ACN 
Telnet Access to the ACN access and implementation of the Client Access 
System (CAS) 
Library Computer System Accessible Jan. 89 2 1 2 instructions on accessing the online library 
by Telnet catalog via telnet 
Micro Resource Center Has Public Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on how to obtain public domain 
Domain Telnet Software telnet/tn3270 software from the CSO Micro 
Resource Center 
New Releases of PCfi'CP Plus and May- Aug. 91 4 2 2 announcement of new versions of NCSA Telnet 
NCSA Telnet Now Available version 2.4 for Mac and version 2.3 for PC; FTP 
Inc.'s PCfi'CP Plus 2.05 
Site License for PCfi'CP & NetBIOS: Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 1 description of OOS-based commercial TCPIIP 
Internet Applications for OOS applications for the PC available through a 
machines CCSO site license 
UI Administrative Network Supports Sept. 89 2 4 3 announcement of ACN implementation and 
Telnet support for the telnet utility on AISS mainframes 
Terminal Server 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
Gandalf Switch Gone after July 12 May - June 90 3 4 1 announcement of the deactivation of the Gandalf 
switch, a device previously used for dial-in 
access to CCSO mainframes 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on how to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
UIUCnet via modem 
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UIUCnet Cumulative Index: 1988-1991 
New Chicago Terminal Server Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 phones numbers and specifications for UIC's 
terminal server which can be used to access 
UIUCnet 
New Terminal Sever Access-To-Host Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 6 announcement of new policy malting it possible 
Policy to login to any TCPIIP host in the uiuc and uic 
domains from the terminal server 
Terminal Servers Support Full Screen May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement and instructions on support for 
ModetoVMD full-screen vmd sessions via the CCSO terminal 
server 
UIUCnet Services 
Title Issue Date Vol. No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
2nd Call: Class Rosters On-Line Oct. 89 2 5 7 instructions on how faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Access to the World through a Network Dec. 89 2 7 1 description of the technology and history 
Known as BITNET behind the mM-based educational network 
known as BfiNET (Because It's Tune Network) 
Additional System Outage Notification Jan. 90 3 1 3 announcement that scheduled network system 
~ure outages will be posted to the newsgroup 
uiuc.campusnet and brief discussion of the CCSO 
status server 
AISS Services Can Aid Office Dec. 89 2 7 3 introduction to the basic services offered by the 
Organization Administrative Information Systems and 
Services unit on campus 
Announcing E-mail to Fax Gateway Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 4 announcement and instructions on the CCSO 
e-mail to fax gateway, which permits sending 
e-mail messages directly to a fax machine 
anywhere in the U.S. 
Archie Client Installed on CSO Unix Sept. - Oct. 91 4 3 7 description of the archie client on Unix 
Machines machines and instructions on how to use it. 
Changes in Ph Weather Apr.90 3 3 6 instructions for accessing weather information 
via the Ph Nameserver 
ClariNet "Electronic Newspaper" Site Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 brief description of the ClariNet "electronic 
License newspaper" containing a wide variety of timely 
information and available on through Netnews 
Class Rosters Now On-Line Sept. 89 2 4 3 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
up-to-date class rosters online 
Computer Networking at the U of I Sept. 90 3 6 1 description of networking activities at UIUC 
with emphasis on UIUCnet and the services it 
offers 
CSO Offers DECnet to TCPIIP Gateway July 88 1 2 1 description of a gateway that provides electronic 
Service mail, remote login, and file transfer between 
DECnet and TCPIIP computers 
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UIUCnet Cumulative Index: 1988-1991 
Finding an E-mail Address Oct. 89 2 5 1 instructions on how to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to access and/or modify e-mail address 
information 
Freshman Meet the CHIEF Oct. 89 2 5 7 announcement of the campus information 
bulletin board (GillDE), formerly called CHIEF 
GUIDE Takes Over for CIDEF May- Aug. 91 4 2 4 announcement of the new name (GUIDE) for 
UIUCnet's campus-wide information system 
formally named CIDEF 
How the LCS Gateway Works Jan. 89 2 1 3 description of the technology and procedures 
involved in connecting to the online library 
catalog via the LCS gateway and the commands 
used once connected 
How To's of OED2 Apr. 90 3 3 1 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Online Oxford English Dictionary. 
ILUNET Online Gets an Interface Lift Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 4 5 1 description of mainframe library interface to 
ILUNET Online accessible via telnet 
Interactive Ph available to All Aug. 88 1 3 4 instructions on how to change your personal 
entry in the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Introducing the Oxford English Jan. 90 3 1 announcement of the online Oxford English 
Dictionary V2 Dictionary and brief instructions on how to 
access . and use it 
Introducing the Terminal Server Sept. 89 2 4 2 description and instructions on how to use the 
CCSO terminal server dial-up facility to access 
UIUCnet via modem 
Library Computer System Accessible Jan. 89 2 1 2 instructions on accessing the online library 
by Telnet catalog via telnet 
Mail Forwarding Available Apr. 89 2 2 2 instructions on how to use the CCSO Nameserver 
(Ph) to forward mail 
Measuring Network Reliability Nov. - Dec. 88 1 6 3 discussion of how UIUCnet reliability 
information is collected, acted upon, and logged 
Networlc Maintenance Hours Dec. 89 2 7 3 discussion of the scheduled maintenance hours 
for UIUCnet and maintenance information 
available through the CCSO status server 
New Central Stores Online Ordering Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 description of AISS's online catalog for Central 
Stores (accessible over UIUCnet with a PROFS 
account) 
New Chicago Terminal Server Feb. - Apr. 91 4 1 3 phones numbers and specifications for UIC's 
terminal server which can be used to access 
UIUCnet 
New Deutsch Newsgroups Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 4 announcement of German news groups added to 
CCSO Netnews server 
'Notesfiles' Keep Users Informed ... Aug. 89 2 3 3 description of the locally written interface to 
about Everything USENET/Netnews called "notes" and brief 
instructions on how to use it 
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O&M Requests through E-mail Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 announcement that University Operations and 
Maintenance will accept non-emergency work· 
requests via e-mail 
Opting for ffiM's Infonet Nov. 89 2 6 3 description of the many and varied services 
available through the ffiM Information Network 
(DN) 
Ph Now Serving the Spring Timetable Nov. 91 4 4 6 instructions for accessing the spring 1992 
academic timetable on the Ph Nameserver 
Ph Weather Upgraded Dec.89 2 7 5 instructions on bow to extract weather 
information from the CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Q&A: How Can I Change Information Feb.- Mar. 90 3 2 6 instructions on modifying one's personal 
in My "Ph" Entry? directory entry in the Ph Nameserver 
Q&A: How Do I Access the Oct. 89 2 5 6 instructions on bow to access the AISS 
Administrative Computing Machines mainframes using telnet or tn3270 
from UIUCnet? 
Q&A: How Do I Access the Library Dec. 89 2 7 4 instructions on bow to connect to CCSO's 
Co~puter System Using Telnet? interface to the online library catalog 
(LCSgated) using telnet 
Q&A: What's the difference between Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 8 8 description and comparison of the three 
UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, and the networks known as UIUCnet, Sytek LocalNet, 
Administrative Computing Network and the Administrative Computing Network 
(ACN)? (ACN) 
Retrieving Software by Anonymous Oct. 88 1 5 4 brief instructions on how to use anonymous ftp 
FIP to obtain software from computers on which you 
do not have an account 
Spring Timetable Available Online Oct. - Nov. 90 3 7 3 discussion and instructions on how to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
Student Records Data Now Available to Dec. 91 - Jan. 92 5 4 10 discussion of the AISS SecureNet Key system, 
University Faculty and Staff over which permits dial-up and telnet users to access 
UIUCnet the Student Records database 
Terminal Servers Support Full Screen May- June 90 3 4 1 announcement and instructions on support for 
ModetoVMD full-screen vmd sessions via the CCSO terminal 
server 
Timetable Now Online Jan. 90 3 1 3 discussion and instructions on bow to use the 
Spring academic timetable available through the 
CCSO Nameserver, Ph 
UI Administrative Network Supports Sept. 89 2 4 3 announcement of ACN implementation and 
Telnet support for the telnet utility on AISS mainframes 
UIUCnet-tbe University of Illinois June 88 1 1 2 description of the campus network and the 
Network services it offers 
University Class Rosters Online Feb. - Mar. 90 3 2 7 instructions on bow faculty and TA's can obtain 
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Dec. 90 - Jan. 91 3 
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Nov. 91 4 
page20 
1 2 discussion of client programs for reading Unix 
Netnews including the now obsolete program 
"notes" 
1 2 discussion of the Unix-based bulletin board 
service known as USENET or Netnews 
No. Pg.l Comments/Description 
8 7 announcement that two AISS publications won 
awards from Society for Technical 
Communication 
5 3 announcement of documentation for the 
UIUCnet interface to ILUNET Online (LCSgated) 
and the Terminal Server 
1 4 announcement of updated CCSO user guides 
covering the following topics: ILUNET Online 
(LCSgated), The CSO Terminal Servers, The CSO 
Nameserver ('Ph'), The Oxford English 
Dictionary ll (OED2), Understanding E-mail 
Addresses, CSO E-mail to Fax Gateway 
7 3 announcement of new AISS documentation for 
UICVMC's Professional Office System (PROFS), 
which offers e-mail and calendaring 
4 6 announCement of the new CCSO User Guides, 
#202 The nn Netnews Reader and #401 Free 
Software .... 
